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Summary
In whole-cell
voltage-clamp
recordings from cultured
rat hippocampal
neurons, the 2,3benzodiazepine
GYKI
52466 was a potent antagonist of kainate- and AMPAactivated currents (ICSO values, 7.5 and 11 pM, respectively), but was inactive against N-methyl+aspartate
(NMDA) or y-aminobutyric
acid responses. The block
produced by GYKI 52466 occurred in a noncompetitive
fashion, was voltage independent, and failed to show use
dependence,
indicating
an allosteric blocking mechanism. In kinetic experiments with kainate as the agonist,
the GYKI 52466 binding and unbinding
rates were
1.6 x 1 O5 M-l s-l and 3.2 0, respectively. CY KI 52466
also suppressed non-NMDA
receptor-mediated
spontaneous synaptic currents via a postsynaptic action. Noncompetitive
AMPAIkainate
antagonists such as GYKI
52466 could offer advantages over competitive antagonists in the treatment of glutamateassociated
neurological disorders, particularly
under conditions
in which
high levels of the amino acid would render the competitive antagonists relatively ineffective. Moreover, the results demonstrate the existence of a novel recognition
site for an atypical benzodiazepine
on non-NMDA
receptors.
Introduction
Excessive activation of glutamate receptors is believed
to play a role in the pathogenesis
of a diverse group of
neurologicaldisorders
includingepilepsyandvarious
forms of central nervous system injury and degeneration (Rothman and Olney, 1986; Choi, 1988). Consequently, antagonists
of glutamate-induced
neuronal
excitation could be useful therapeutically
in thesedisorders (Meldrum
and Garthwaite,
1990). Although
there has been intense interest in N-methyl-o-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor
antagonists
as antiepileptic
and neuroprotective
agents, non-NMDA
(a-amino-3hydroxy-5-methyl4isoxazolepropionate
[AMPA]/kainate) receptor blockers also appear to protect against
certain forms of epileptic
activity (Gean, 1990; Hwa
and Avoli, 1991; Smith et al., 1991; Chapman et al.,
1991; Turski et al., 1992) and glutamate-mediated
neurotoxicity
(Sheardown
et al., 1990; Koh et al., 1990;
Buchan et al., 1991; Le Peillet et al., 1992; NellgPrd and
Wieloch, 1992) and may be of benefit in Parkinson’s

disease (Klockgether
et al., 1991). Moreover,
under
some circumstances,
blockade of both NMDA and
non-NMDA
receptors
may be necessary to prevent
completely glutamate-induced
cell destruction
(Frandsen et al., 1989; Mosinger
et al., 1991; Sucher et al.,
1991; Kaku et al., 1991). Thus, increasing attention
is
being directed toward the therapeutic
potential
of
non-NMDA
receptor antagonists. Most recent studies
have utilized quinoxalinediones
(Honor& et al., 1988;
Davies and Collingridge,
1990), such as NBQX (2,3dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfamoyl-benzo(F)quinoxaline)
(Sheardown
et al., 1990), which are selective and potent competitive
non-NMDA
receptor
antagonists.
However,
the 2,3-benzodiazepine
muscle relaxant
GYKI 52466 [I-(4aminophenyl)4methyl-7,8-methylenedioxy-SH-2,3-benzodiazepine
HCI] (Tarnawa et al.,
1989) has also been reported
to antagonize
nonNMDA receptor
responses
(Tarnawa et al., 199Oa;
Ouardouz
and Durand, 1991). In the present study,
we demonstrate
that GYKI 52466 is a highly selective
non-NMDA
antagonist that appears to act by a novel
noncompetitive
(allosteric) mechanism.
Such allosteric antagonists
could offer certain advantages
over
competitive
blockers in the treatment of neurological
disorders.
Results
Amino acids were applied to cultured rat hippocampal neurons under voltage clamp using a rapid perfusion system. As previously described (Tang et al., 1989;
Trussell and Fischbach,
1989; Patneau and Mayer,
1991), AMPA evoked inward current responses that
rapidly desensitized
to a steady-state level, whereas
kainate-induced
currents showed little desensitization.
GYKI 52466 Block of AMPA and Kainate Currents
GYKI 52466 (0.3-100 PM) caused a concentrationdependent
block of the sustained responses to 10 uM
AMPA and 150 uM kainate (Figure 1); the I& values
of the concentration-response
isotherms were 7.5 f
0.4 uM and 11 + 1 uM, respectively.
The peak response to AMPA was blocked to an equivalent
degree
as the steady-state response, and the drug had no
effect on the rate of AMPA current desensitization
(Figure 2; Table 1). Because solution exchange times
for perfusion
of whole neurons may be slower than
thetimecourseofAMPAcurrentdesensitizaton(Tang
et al., 1989), we also examined
the effects of GYKI
52466 on the desensitization
of AMPA currents in excised outside-out
patches brought in close proximity
to the tipof the perfusion pipette. In this experimental
configuration,
the speed of solution exchange should
approach the maximal exchange speed of the perfusion system (time constant, <I.5 ms; see Experimental
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Responses
to 10 uM AMPA (A) and 150 PM kainate (B) were recorded
in the absence
and presence
of various
concentrations
of GYKI
52466. The traces in (A) and (B) are from different
neurons.
(C) Concentration-response
relationships
for block of steady-state
AMPA
and kainate currents.
Fractional
block values were calculated
according
to the formula
B = 1 - ICYKJI, where I is the steady-state
current
evoked
by the agonist
and &r
is the current
evoked
by the agonist
in the presence
of GYKI 52466. Data points indicate the mean *
SEM of the fractional
block values from 5 experiments
with AMPA and 13 experiments
with kainate; the curves
indicate the nonlinear
best fits according
to the logistical
function
I/[1 + (IC&GYKI])“r+],
where [GYKI] is the concentration
of GYKI 52466, I& is the 50%
blocking
concentration,
and nH is the slope factor (1.2-1.3).

Procedures).
As illustrated
in Figure 3, IO uM GYKI
52466 substantially
reduced
the amplitude
of the
patch current, but did not alter its time course (see
also Table 1, which summarizes
data from seven
patches). The desensitization
time constants obtained
in the patch recordings were within the rangeof those
reported previously
by others (Tang et al., 1989; Trus-

sell and Fischbach, 1989), as was also the case with the
time constants for desensitization
of the whole-cell
currents (Mayer and Vyklicky, 1989). The difference in
the desensitization
rates in the whole-cell and excised
patch experiments
may be attributable
to nonuniformity of the whole-cell
perfusion (Mayer and Vyklicky,
1989) and to the presence of two components
to the
decay of the current (Trussell and Fischbach, 1989),
the faster of which would not be detected
in the
whole-cell
experiments.
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Figure 2. CYKI 52466 Fails to Alter the Rate of Desensitization
AMPA-Evoked
Whole-Cell
Currents

of

(A) Initial desensitizing
response
at the onset of 100 uM AMPA
under control
conditions
and in the presence
of 3 and 30 uM
GYKI 52466. In (B), the initial current
transients
have been scaled
to demonstrate
that the residual current
in the presence
of GYKI
52466 has a similar time course to the control
current.

Pharmacology
of the CYKI 52466 Blocking Site
Unlike GYKI 52466, the 1,Qbenzodiazepine
diazepam
failed to affect kainate responses
(fractional
block
<0.03 with 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 uM diazepam; n = 5 for
each concentration).
Moreover,
the benzodiazepine
receptor antagonist
flumazenil
(RO 15-1788) did not
alter the blocking
action of 30 PM GYKI 52466 (fractional block 0.76 f 0.03 in the absence of flumazenil
and 0.76 f 0.03, 0.75 + 0.03, and 0.74 f 0.03, respectively, in the presence of 1, 10, and 100 uM flumazenil;
n = 5).
In contrast to the potent blocking
action of GYKI
52466 against kainate and AMPA responses, the drug
had a negligible effect on currents evoked by NMDA
(Figures 4A and 4B). Moreover,
in experiments
using
single-cell microspectrofluorimetrywith
the Ca*+ indicator dye fura-2, 50 uM GYKI 52466 had no effect on
elevations
in intracellular
Ca2+ induced
bv 200 uM
trans-I-amino-cyclopentyl-1,3dicarboxylic
acid, a specific agonist of metabotropic
glutamate receptors (S.
D. Donevan, R. P. Irwin,and
M.A. Rogawski, unpub-
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Table

1. Effects

of GYKI

Receptors

52466 on AMPA

Response

Amplitude

Concentration
(PM)
Whole

cell

Excised

patch

and

Fractional

Desensitization

Rate

Block

Peak

Steady

0
3
30

0.28 f
0.85 f

0
IO

0.64

0.04
0.02

0.24
0.88

State

ins)
26.8
26.9
27.2

f 0.01
+ 0.02

f 2.0
f 1.8
f 3.1

7.5 f
7.1 f

f 0.06

1.2
1.4

Peak response
fractional
block and decay time constants
(T) were determined
from currents
evoked
with 100 uM AMPA; steady-state
fractional
block was determined
in whole-cell
recordings
with responses
to IO uM AMPA. Fractional
block was calculated
according
to the formula given in the legend to Figure 1. The time constants
were derived from the best single exponential
fits to the falling phase
of the transient
current
response
(see Figure2).
In the excised patch experiments,
currents
from IO-15AMPAapplications
wereaveraged.
The values shown are the means f SEM of data from six whole-cell
and seven excised
patch experiments.
Control
peak and steady-state
whole-cell
currents
were 917 f 136 pA and 175 f 48 pA. Control
peak average
patch currents
were 18 f 4 pA. Channel
openings
following
the fast desensitizing
current
response
in the patch experiments
were too infrequent
to allow slowly desensitizing
or
steady-state
current
to be quantitated.

A Control

+

AMPA

10pM

4), 1.02 f 0.04 (n = 5), and 0.95 f 0.03 (n = 5) of control,
indicating
that the drug is essentially
inactive as a
modulator
of GABAA receptor responses.
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GYKI 52466 Is a Noncompetitive
Antagonist
To investigate the mechanism of block by GYKI 52466,
we characterized
its effect on the concentrationresponse
relationship
for kainate. As illustrated
in
Figure 5A, 10 and 30 uM GYKI 52466 caused a concentration-dependent
reduction
in the maximal
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(A) Inward currents
evoked
by 100 uM AMPA in the absence and
presence
of IO uM CYKI 52466. In (B), ensemble
averages
of
ten successive
control
and CYKI 52466-attenuated
currents
are
superimposed.
The time course
of the patch current
was unaffected by GYKI 52466, as demonstrated
in (C), where the peak of
the GYKI 52wattenuated
current
from (B) is shown
scaled to
match the peak of the control
current.
In this experiment,
there
is a 6.5 ms delay between
valve actuation
(marked
by artifact)
and
onset of the solution
change.

lished data). We also investigated whether CYKI 52466
would, likeother benzodiazepines,
potentiatey-amino
butyric acid (GABA)-activated
Cl- current responses.
GABA-evoked
currents in the presence of 1, IO, and
50 uM GYKI 52466 were, respectively,
1.00 + 0.02 (n =
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Figure 4. GYKI 52466 Selectively
Not NMDA-Activated
Currents

Blocks
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(A) Comparison
of the effect of 50 uM GYKI 52466 on inward
currents
evoked
by IO uM AMPA, 100 uM kainate (KA), and IO
uM NMDA (+ IO uM glycine).
Top two traces are from the same
neuron.
(B) Fractional
current
values (normalized
to control)
for
experiments
similar to those illustrated
in (A) (AMPA, n = 4; KA,
n = 4; NMDA,
n = 7). In experiments
examining
the response
to NMDA, Mg2’ and MK-801 were omitted from the bathing solutions, IO uM glycine
was added to saturate
fully its site on the
NMDA
receptor,
and Ca2+ was lowered
to 0.1 mM to prevent
Ca%nduced
desensitization.
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Figure 5. Comparision
of the Effects of GYKI 52466 and NBQX on Kainate Concentration-Response
Curves
(A) Concentration-response
relationships
for kainate (30 PM to 6 mM) under control conditions
and in the presence
of 10 and 30 PM
CYKI 54266. For each cell, the data were normalized
to the current evoked by a saturating
concentration
of kainate (3 mM) in the absence
of antagonists.
Points indicate the mean * SEM of the peak current amplitude
values from five to six cells; the curves indicate the best
fits to the data according
to the logistical function
I/[1 + (EC&KA])nH],
where ECso is the concentration
causing a 50% maximal response
and nH is the slope factor (1.3-1.5). The representative
current traces shown below the graph illustrate
a similar fractional
block by 30
PM GYKI 52466 for low and high concentrations
of kainate; both traces are from the same neuron.
(B) A similar series of experiments
to that of (A), except that 300 nM and 1 PM NBQX were used. The control data from (A) are repeated for comparison.
The representative
traces shown below (both from the same neuron) demonstrate
the ability of high concentrations
of kainate to overcome
the 300 PM
NBQX block. Each data point represents
the results of experiments
with five to six cells.

current;

however,

the

ECso values

in the

presence

of

drug (169 f 2 FM, n = 6 and 202 f 18 FM, n = 6,
respectively)
were
similar
to the control
value
of 173
f 16 PM (n = 5). In contrast,
0.3 and 1 pM NBQX
caused
a concentration-dependent
rightward
shift in
the concentration-response
curve
with
no change
in
the maximal
response
amplitude
(Figure
5B); the ECso
values
for kainate
in the presence
of 0.3 and 1 PM
NBQX
were
749 f 15 PM (n = 5) and 2450
f 238
PM (n = 5), respectively.
Thus,
unlike
NBQX,
which
interacts
competitively
at the kainate-binding
site,
GYKI
52466
blocks
kainate
responses
by a noncompetitive
mechanism.

Voltage Dependence
GYKI 52466 Block

and Kinetics

Barbiturates
and certain
receptor
responses
by
competitive
mechanism
1986; Akaike
et al., 1987;
gate the possibility
that

of

toxins
may block
non-NMDA
an open
channel-type
non(Miljkovic
and MacDonald,
Jones et al., 1990). To investiGYKI
52466 acts in a similar

fashion,
we first
characterized
the voltage
dependence
of the block.
Figure
6A shows
the mean kainate(100 PM) evoked
current
(normalized
to control
at
-60 mV) for four cells at various
holding
potentials,
in
the presence
and absence
of 10 PM GYKI
52466. The
current-voltage
relationships
under
both conditions
were
linear,
indicating
that the GYKI
52466
block
is
voltage
independent.
Furthermore,
as shown
in Figure 68, the rates
of block
and unblock
of kainateevoked
currents
by CYKI
52466 (30 PM) were
similar
at positive
and negative
potentials.
These
results
suggest that
GYKI
52466,
a cation
at physiological
pH,
is not an open-channel
blocker.
Nevertheless,
it is
conceivablethatthedrug
bindstoasiteinthechannel
that
is located
superficially
or outside
the
transmembrane
electric
field.
To rule
out
further
an
open-channel
blocking
mechanism,
we determined
whether
the drug
could
block
closed
channels.
With
30 FM GYKI
52466, the block
of kainate-evoked
current
developed
over
several
hundred
milliseconds,
and recovery
occurred
with a similar
time course
(Fig-
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(A) Current-voltage
curves of 100 pM kainate responses
in the absence (closed circles) and presence
(open circles) of 10 ).tM GYKI 52466
(n = 4) demonstrate
the lack of voltage
dependence
of the GYKI 52466 block.
Currents
were normalized
to the control
current
at
-60 mV. (B) The rates of onset and recovery
from block are voltage independent
(100 pM kainate and 30 HIM GYKI 52466). Traces to
the right show the onset and recovery
on an expanded
time scale; the best single exponential
fits to the raw data are shown
by the
smooth
curves (time constants
as noted). All traces are from the same neuron.
(C) The onset and recovery
from block of kainate-evoked
currents
by GYKI 52466 are not use dependent.
As shown in left and middle two traces, the block of the 100 pM kainate-evoked
current
by 30 PM GYKI 52466 developed
slowly over several hundred
milliseconds.
(In the middle two traces, kainate and GYKI 52466 were
applied simultaneously;
the interval
between
the two traces was 15 s.) Pretreatment
with CYKI 52466 prevented
the slow onset of the
block (right trace), indicating
that the drug can block closed channels.
(The slight inactivation
of the kainate response
in the right trace
is similar to that observed
with kainate alone in the left trace.) Similarly,
recovery
from block occurred
in the absence of agonist,
such
that the current
responses
to consecutive
applications
of GYKI with kainate were identical
(middle
two traces).
These results were
replicated
in two other neurons.

ures 6B and 6C). However, the slow onset and recovery from block appeared
not to be due to a usedependent
action of the drug because in recordings
in which the CYKI 52466 application
was begun prior
to the kainate perfusion, the current was fully blocked
at the onset of the kainate perfusion
(Figure 6C, last
trace). Moreover,
as illustrated
in the middle two
traces of Figure 6C, the response to the second of two
consecutivecoapplicationsof
kainate plus GYKI 52466
was identical to the first, indicating
that trapping
of
GYKI 52466 in closed channels does not occur.
We used the slow onset and recovery of block to
determine
the rate constants
for binding
and unbinding of GYKI 52466. The apparent
rate (k,,,) for
onset of block was taken as the reciprocal of the time
constant of the best single exponential
fit to the trajectoryofthecurrentattheinitiationof
GYKI 52466perfusion (see Figure 68, lower panel). As illustrated
in Fig-

ure 7, kapp increased in a linear fashion with GYKI 52466
concentration.
Assuming
a I:1 bimolecular
binding
reaction
between
the drug and its acceptor
site,
kapp = k,[GYKI] + k-,, where [GYKI] is the concentration of GYKI 52466 and k, and k-, are the forward and
reverse rate constants, respectively.
The k, and k-,
values determined
from the best fit straight line to the
k,,,valuesof
Figure7were1.6
x 105M-l s-l and 3.2 0,
respectively. The kinetically determined
dissociation
constant KD = k-Jkl was 19 PM, which compares favorably with the I& value determined
from the concentration-response
isotherm (Figure 1). Figure 7also
plots the off rates determined
from the best single
exponential
fits to the time courses for recovery of
kainate responses upon termination
of the GYKI 52466
perfusion.
The best straight line fit to these data was
not significantly
different from a flat line, indicating
the expected
lack of concentration
dependence
of
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ms. We used the coefficient of variation (CV) method
to confirm that the reduction
in EPSC amplitude
produced by GYKI 52466 occurred at a postsynaptic site of
action. CV values (calculated according to the formula
given in the legend to Figure 8) were not significantly
affected by GYKI 52466, indicating
that it predominantly suppresses EPSCs by affecting postsynaptic
responsiveness without altering synaptic transmitter release (Figure 8C).
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Dependence
ing and Unblocking
Rates

pM
of the GYKI

52466 Block-

Various concentrations
of CYKI 52466 were applied during continuous
perfusion
with 100 PM kainate as in the experiment
of
Figure 68 (bottom).
Apparent
rates were calculated
as the reciprocal of the time constants
of best single exponential
fits. Each
point represents
the mean + SEM of data from six to eight cells
(time constants
from one to four drug applications
per cell were
averaged).
The slope and intercept
values of the best fit straight
line to the onset rate data were 1.6 f 0.1 x 105 Mm’ 5-l and 3.2
* 0.4 5-l. The slopes of the onset and recovery
rate fitted lines
were significantly
different
by the test for parallelism
(t = 19.5;
p < 0.01). The 95% confidence
limits for the slope of the fit to
the recovery
rate values spanned
0, indicating
that the fit is not
significantly
different
from a flat line. The mean of the values at
the different
concentrations
was 3.4 + 0.3 sP.

the unbinding
rates. The mean of the values at the
different concentrations
was 3.4 ~0. This value closely
matches the value determined
from extrapolation
of
the fit to the kapp data.
GYKI 52466 Attenuates Spontaneous Excitatory
Postsynaptic Currents
In the absence of tetrodotoxin,
spontaneous
synaptic
currentsare
recorded in a high percentageofcultured
hippocampal
neurons.
Fast non-NMDA
receptormediated synaptic currents were isolated by inclusion
of bicuculline,
which eliminates
GABAA receptormediated inhibitorysynapticcurrents,and
bytheMK801 and Mg*+ normally
present in the bath solution
(see Experimental
Procedures),
which minimize the
contribution
of NMDA receptor currents to the excitatory postsynaptic
currents (EPSCs) (see Tang et al.,
1991; Vyklicky et al., 1991). As illustrated
in Figure 8A,
10 PM GYKI 52466 caused a reversible
reduction
in
the amplitude
of spontaneous
EPSCs recorded under
these conditions.
In four separate experiments,
the
mean EPSC amplitude
was decreased by 56% f 5%
(Figure 8C, top). Decay rates of the EPSCs were determined by fitting the falling phase of the synaptic current to an exponential
function.
Despite the marked
depression
in the size of EPSCs, decay rates were unaffected (Figure8B). In experimentswith
four patches in
which ten EPSCs were analyzed per patch, the control
decay ratewas 2.08 f 0.03 ms, whereas in the presence
of 10 PM GYKI 52466 the decay rate was 2.13 + 0.10

Discussion
These results demonstrate
that GYKI 52466 selectively
inhibits AMPA/kainate
receptor responses by an allosteric blocking
mechanism.
GYKI 52466 is the first
noncompetitive
non-NMDA
antagonist
to be described that is inactive against NMDA responses, and
it is therefore a potentially
important pharmacological
tool. Moreover,
GYKI 52466 appears to act via a novel
blocking
mechanism
that is distinct from the openchannel
block produced
by other noncompetitive
non-NMDA
antagonists
that have been examined to
date (Miljkovic
and MacDonald,
1986; Akaike et al.,
1987; Jones et al., 1990). Since GYKI 52466 was equally
effective in whole-cell and excised patch recordings, a
cytoplasmic
second messenger is unlikely to mediate
the blocking effect of the drug. Rather, block presumably takes place by drug binding to the AMPAlkainate
receptor-channel
or to a closely associated molecule.
The lack of voltage dependence
suggests that the
GYKI 52466 acceptor site is largely outside the transmembrane
electric field.
Modification
of desenzitization
is one means by
which AMPAlkainate
receptor responses can be altered by pharmacological
agents (Tang et al., 1991;
Vyklicky et al., 1991; lsaacson and Nicoll, 1991). This
mechanism
cannot be implicated
in the GYKI 52466
block of AMPA currents, since the drug had no effect
on the rate of AMPA current desensitization
in either
whole-cell or patch recordings.
In the case of kainate,
the slow onset of the GYKI 52466 block (Figures 6B
and 6C) could be interpreted
as indicating
that the
drug induces desensitization.
However, several observations
strongly argue against this notion. First,
when GYKI 52466 was allowed time to equilibrate
before the kainate application
(Figure 6C, final coapplication), therewas negligibledecayofthecurrent,
indicating that the drug can bind and block in the absence
of agonist, i.e., to nondesensitized
channels. Second,
the linear increase in decay rate with increasing GYKI
52466 concentration
(Figure 7) is more consistent with
a blocking model in which drug-bound
channels are
nonconducting
than with a model in which drug binding induces desensitization.
Finally, the time course
of fast EPSCs, which may in part be determined
by
desensitization
(TrusselI and Fischbach, 1989; Tang et
al., 1991; lsaacson and Nicoll, 1991), was unaffected by
GYKI 52466.
Studies of spontaneous
synaptic
currents
con-
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Figure 8. GYKI 52466 Depresses
ous Excitatory
Synaptic
Currents
synaptic
Action

Spontaneby a Post-

Whole-cell
voltage-clamp
recordings
were
carried
out in tetrodotoxin-free
bath solution containing
5 uM bicuculline,
500 nM
MK-801, and 1 mM Mg”. (A) Representative
EPSCs before, during, and 10 set after perfusion with 10 pM GYKI 52466. (B) The synaptic currents
marked
by closed circles in
(A) are shown scaled to similar peak amplitudes to demonstrate
that CYKI 52466 does
not affect the time course
of the synaptic
responses.
(C) Summary
of data from four
experiments
including
the one shown
in
(A). In each experiment,
EPSCs were acquired in three epochs before, during, and
after drug application;
an average of 195
events were acquired
in each epoch.
The
mean amplitudes
of the drug-attenuated
and recovery
EPSCs normalized
to the mean
control
amplitudes
are plotted in the upper
bar chart. Paired comparisons
of the GYKI
52466 mean amplitude
values with the conControl
GYKI
Recovery
trol or recovery
values
indicated
significance at the p < 0.05 level (Wilcoxin
signed
to CV = ,/R/u,
where 13 and u are the variance
and mean of the EPSC amplitude
of the corresponding
epoch. The means +_ SEM of the CV values are shown in the lower
52466 CV values were not significantly
different
from the control
or recovery
values.

‘rym r- r--

rank test). The CV was calculated
according
data sets and oi is the variance
of the noise
bar chart. In paired comparisons,
the GYKI

firmed that GYKI 52466can block the responseof
nonNMDA receptors to synaptically
released transmitter.
The CV technique
was used to determine
whether a
presynaptic
action of CYKI 52466 contributes
to the
observed depression
in the EPSC amplitude
(Martin,
1966). Although
usually applied to synaptic potential
distributions
that conform to the assumptions
of a
Poisson model, the CV is a useful statistical measure
even in situations
in which quanta1 release deviates
from these assumptions,
as may be the case for central
neuron synapses (Clements, 1990). Our failure to observe a significant
change in CV in the face of a profound reduction
in EPSC amplitude
indicates that the
depression
of synaptic currents by GYKI 52466 results
predominantly
from a postsynaptic
action of the drug.
This is supported
by the close correspondence
between the magnitude
of the effects of the drug on
EPSC amplitude
and agonist-evoked
currents.
Recently Arvin et al. (1992) reported that GYKI 52466 attenuates the increase in extracellular
glutamate
induced by brain ischemia and proposed that the drug
may inhibit glutamate
release. Our results suggest
that this does not occur by a presynaptic
action on
glutamate-containing
nerve terminals.
The pharmacological
specificity
of the 2,3-benzodiazepine recognition
site at which GYKI 52466 acts to
block non-NMDA
receptors is distinct from the benzodiazepine
site associated with GABAA receptors.
Thus, the GABAA receptor active l+benzodiazepine
diazepam
failed to affect non-NMDA
receptor
responses, and the benzodiazepine
antagonist
flumazenil did not alter the GYKI 52466 block. Conversely,
GYKI 52466did not affect GABA responses, indicating

that it does not have conventional
benzodiazepine
receptor agonist activity.
Since GYKI 52466 is orally active and has good blood
brain barrier permeability,
it or a related compound
could be useful clinically. The concentrations
of GYKI
52466 that significantly
reduced currents evoked by
kainate and AMPA in this study are similar to those
found in the brain after the intraperitoneal
administration of an anticonvulsant
dose of the drug (Tarnawa
et al., 1990b), suggesting that the anticonvulsant
action of GYKI 52466 is mediated by its interaction
with
non-NMDA
receptors. Noncompetitive
blockers like
GYKI 52466 could be particularly
advantageous
as
therapeutic
agents in pathological
states associated
with high levels of glutamate, as may occur during a
seizure in which there is intense activity of glutamate
synapses (Carlson et al., 1992), or during an ischemic
event or other brain injury associated with massive
extracellular
glutamate
release (Rothman and Olney,
1986). Under these conditions,
competitive
antagonists would be relatively less effective because their
blocking action could be overcome by high levels of
glutamate. Our results also raise the intriguing
possibility that there may be an endogenous
ligand that
modulates the function of non-NMDA
receptor-channels via its action at the GYKI 52466 site.
Experimental
Procedures
.
Hippocampal
neurons
bryos were grown
in
(Donevan
et al., 1992)
Recordings
were carried
mM NaCI, 5 mM KCI, 1

from 19day-old
Sprague-Dawley
rat emprimary
culture
as described
previously
and were used 7-12 days after plating.
out in a bathing solution
containing
140
mM CaC&, and 10 mM HEPES. The bathing
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medium
also contained
1 PM tetrodotoxin
to block voltage
activated
Na’ channels,
1 fiM strychnine
to block
glycineactivated
Cl- channels,
and 500 nM MK-801 and 1 mM Mg2+ to
prevent
activation
of NMDA channels.
In recordings
of spontaneous EPSCs, tetrodotoxin
was omitted,
and 5 PM bicuculline
methiodidewas
added to suppress
CABA-mediated
synaptic
currents. Whole-cell
voltage-clamp
recordings
were obtained
with
an Axopatch
IC amplifier
(Axon Instruments,
Burlingame,
CA)
using patch electrodes
(2-4 Ma) filled with an intracellular
solution containing
145 mM CsCI, 2 mM MgCI,, 5 mM HEPES, 0.1 mM
CaCb, and 1 mM ECTA. Unless
otherwise
noted the holding
potential
was -60 mV. All experiments
were performed
at room
temperature
(23OC). Membrane
currents
were filtered at 1 kHz
(-3 dB; Qpole, low pass Bessel filter), digitally sampled at 10 kHz,
and acquired
on a microcomputer
using the pClamp(CLAMPEX)
or Axotape
software
packages
(Axon Instruments).
NFIT (Island
Products,
Galveston,
TX) was used for nonlinear
curve fitting.
Data are presented
as the mean f SEM; n is the number
of cells
or membrane
patches tested.
The rapid perfusion
system consisted
of a seven barrel array
of fine glass capillary
tubes that emptied
via a common
- 200 ).tm
diameter
orifice in a conical-shaped
tip pulled from glass theta
tubing. The capillary
tubes passed nearly to the end of the tip,
which was divided
into two compartments
by the septum of the
theta tubing.
Flow through
each barrel was gravity fed and was
regulated
by solenoid
microvalves
controlled
by a microprocessor-based
timing system (Donevan
et al., 1992). One barrel contained bathing
solution
while the others contained
the agonists
and antagonists
either alone or in combination.
Only one valve
was open at any one time, and bathing solution
flowed continuously between
drug applications.
To minimize
mixing, solution
changes were made by switching
between
capillary
tubes in opposite compartments
of the solution
delivery
tip. After actuating
the valves, there was a 4-9 ms delay before the solution
change
was detected
at the orifice of the perfusion
pipette. In estimating
time constants,
we accounted
for the actual delay obtained
in
each experiment.
The exchange
time constant
(determined
from
the current
transient
obtained
when switching
an open patch
electrode
between
normal and l&fold
dilute bath solution)
was
l-l.5
ms. CYKI 52466 was kindly
provided
by Dr. I. Tarnawa
(Institute
for Drug Research,
Budapest,
Hungary)
and NBQX by
Drs. T. Honorei
and L. Nordholm
(Novo
Nordisk
A/S, Malov,
Denmark).
AMPA was from Tocris
Neuramin
(Essex, England).
MK-801 was from Research
Biochemicals,
Inc. (Natick,
MA). Flumazenil was a gift of Dr. J. Crawley
(National
Institute
of Mental
Health, Bethesda,
MD). All other drugs and chemicals
were from
Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO). Stock solutions
of drugs
were prepared
in distilled
water and stored frozen
at -20°C.
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